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Summary

During recent years, studies using data for plants, try to demonstrate that ex-

porters differ from non-exporters within the same industry in terms of produc-

tivity and wages. Much empirical evidence indicates exporting producers have

higher productivity than non-exporters and thus pay higher wages but the mech-

anism that generates this is not as clear. This dissertation presents empirical

tests with Greek firm-level data in 2008-2013 to study the linkages between labor

productivity and the choice to participate in export market. One view tested is

that exporters acquire knowledge of new designs; production methods by open-

ness and this learning results in higher productivity for exporters relative to those

firms serve the domestic market. Known as learning- by-exporting hypothesis.

Here, premia ranges from 23,6% to 52,9%. Alternatively, being highly productive

may reflect efficient firm’s choice to be producer into a highly competitive export

market. Known as self-selection hypothesis.

Keywords: Export Status, Greek plants, Labor Productivity, Wages, Learning-

by-exporting, Self-Selection, firm’s characteristics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Trade is the salt of life” was the words of Voltaire for the extension of commercial

cooperation. Many traditional researches about commerce focused on old trade

theories in industry-level but the modern approaches emphasize on firm-level. This

study develops models for Greek economy from 2008 to 2013 to understand the link

between wage premium and exporting productivity so as to analyze the research

question: To what extent do exporting companies pay higher wages and thus have

higher productivity? Thus, examine two mechanisms using micro data collected

by ELSTAT about trade in Greece to identify the answer for the causal link.

This will give a new insight on the welfare gains from export because reallocation

towards productive firms will cause wage gaps that will vary across firms so average

industry productivity will contribute to the general growth according to Bernard

et al (1999), Wagner (2007), Grazzi (2012). Successfully, Melitz (2003) model

analyze reallocation that arises from firm’s heterogeneity and influences aggregate

outcomes in an exporting economy followed by Girma et al (2004).

Furthermore besides this dissertation tries to shed some light on the links

between trade, productivity and wages in Greece, some other factors can differen-

tiate estimations from the openess of businesses. As a result, literature includes a

number of explanatory options connected to firms to impact on export behavior.

After controlling for various firm characteristics exporters still pay higher wages

and employ less workers than non exporters or exporting firms tend to concetrate
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in regions with trade advantages like ports. All these individual research questions

are for examination to get an accurate picture of the Greek commercial economy.

Bernard and Jensen (1999) for USA refer that exporters who are more productive

have a probability to locate in high productivity industries so they contribute to

economic growth of the country. Berthou et al (2015) for France explored the

role of productivity in the export decision and reveal a year effect. Mañez and

Castillejo (2010) for Spain examine if firm size plays a role in the causal relation-

ship. Smith et al(2002) for Denmark incorporate also R&D activities.

Most studies in literature suggest two mechanisms and found a positive pro-

ductivity premium from exports. Bernard and Jensen (1999) USA, Fariñas and

Martin Marcos (2007) Spain, Grazzi (2012) Italy. In their research indicate that

exporters are highly productive than non-exporters in the same industry and pay

higher wages. Specifically, Bernard and Jensen (1999) use the TFP and export

desicion and found a positive premia 16% - 19% higher for exporters. In the same

path was Jan De Loecker (2004) Slovenia using probit model found that exporters

pay an average higher wage 16,14%. These results are in line with Clerides et al

(1996), Bernard and Wagner (2007) supporting self-selection. In literature wage

premium for exporters differentiates by firms characteristics. Smith et al (2002)

Denmark using a probit model confirm that firm size and R&D activities affect

positively the export participation followed by Wakelin (1998), Hussinger et al

(2005). All prove that larger firms have a probability 12% higher to be exporters

and hence average wage. Tandrayen-Ragoobur (2011) Africa proves that a city-

located firm influences negatively the likelihood of firms to export about 0,3% in

line with Bernard and Jensen (1996) and Serti et al (2010).

An open question is whether Greek wage premia do indeed indicate that ex-

porters pay higher in the sense that comparable workers are better paid when

working for an exporter, ceteris paribus. This dissertation uses micro data for

firms in Greek sectors to examine the importance of the selection and learning-by-

exporting forces. We construct seven indexes of labor productivity as production

(revenue per hour, revenue per employee, profits per employee, profits per hour,
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salary per revenue) and value of production (hourly wage, average wage) and

examine how they vary across firms exposed to the export market. Besides the in-

teraction between firms’ export decisions and the productivity earings, this study

concerns with other factors influencing the export and the wage performance like

firm’s size, sector, survey year, estamblishment region and other characteristics

controlling for firm heterogeneity as determinants to correct for bias in estima-

tions. To mitigate concerns that efficiency differences simply reflect differences in

trade composition, variables are in logged values. Over the period covered by the

data there are missing values partly due to the fact that some firms may exit from

the database as they do not appear for some years leading to an unbalanced panel

data-set.

This study aims to find a wage premium through the two predominant theo-

ries. To test the first hypothesis of self-selection of the more productive firms enter

into export markets, we assume whether efficient firms become exporters then we

should expect to find significant differences in performance measures between ex-

porters and non-exporters as the gap between their wages widens. The second

hypothesis tested is that firms learn from their participation in the export market

and this attributed to the adoption of new production methods, experiences and

higher productivity. For the specification, we employ a fixed effect model which

allows us to eliminate firm heterogeneity that control for time effects when ana-

lyzing the impact on the productivity path. This model estimates a correlation

between trade status and a change of independent variables under analysis. We

include a set of simulation results which provide useful insights into the interaction

of selection and learning forces.

Once we apply the fixed effect model some of the coefficients turn out to be

non significant, while others remain economically and statistically significant but

their values substantially drop. Through panel approach some coefficient remain

positive meaning that exporting activities may have a positive effect in terms of

wage premia. We observe that wages increase with the increase of productivity

for exporters. It is obvious that exporters receive a higher wage premium in all
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efficiency measures compared to non-exporters performance. So, efficiency and

export participation are mutually dependent. After controlling for various firm

characteristics exporters pay higher wages than non-exporters. Greek firms have

higher productivity prior to entry than those firms, who improve after participa-

tion. It is obvious that in Greek firms learning by exporting forces can explain the

advantages of exporters more accurately and robust controlling for self-selection.

Through analysis Greek export premia is around 23,6% to 52,9% which is an

estimation closed to that of Bernard and Jensen (1999) 9% to 15% and Jan De

Loecker 29,6%. This dissertation aims to identify the wage advantage in favor of

exporting firms in Greece using micro-data for trade and real property assets but

issues are tackled due to outliers in values. Also, there is a the lack of values, so

all the mentioned productivity measures were impossible to implement. Unfortu-

nately, Greek firms do not declare data for export activity as they do not export

or working hours. Variables used in the literature to explain the export behavior

of firms in this case were an incomplete fact that greatly limited the sample of

our analysis. In addition, there were no data for all sectors of the Greek econ-

omy. Having a general point of view for Greek estimations, a proposing policy

for the productivity gap between exporters and non-exporters suggest that Greece

should continue to promote an environment which encourages high-productivity

survival firms and export-oriented sales in order to achieve sustainable growth and

economic recovery.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: The next chapter

gives an overview over the previous recent related literature and the empirical

evidence available from other micro-data firm analysis. Subsequently, in chapter 3

we describe our database and its origin giving some descriptive evidence. Chapter

4 presents a modelling approach using a variety of exporting framework and the

relation between productivity and wages in Greek firms. In chapter 5, we present

our results from our modeling approach through tables and appropriate graphs.

Following in chapter 6, we offer some important concluding results based on our

previous analysis. Finally, the last chapter provides references.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

The statement that exporters tend to perform in a better way than non-exporters

has received detailed notable attention among economists for several years but

analysis was oriented to industries. Micro-evidence on this issue is now available

and many economists document the firms’ behavior as exporters in a more inno-

vative way. Exporting plants differ from those that do not export along a number

of dimensions; they are more productive, pay higher wages as a premium for the

openness in greater markets, have more employees, invest in R&D as a strategic

point of view and other favorable advantages. Export behavior is defined in terms

of the propensity to export and the desicion of a firm to become an exporter.

2.1 Theoretical literature

The effect of trade on wages originates from the assumption that higher produc-

tivity and efficiency are translated into higher wages. Empirical findings showed

that wages are considered as a highly important factor for firms’ competitiveness

in foreign markets. Productivity and wages are correlated in terms of value of

production. Studies have identified a positive wage premium for exporting firms

in many countries like Bernard and Jensen (1995) USA, Girma et al (2002) U.K,

Milner and Tandrayen (2007) Africa. Especially, Milner and Tandrayen find that

worker’s wages are higher in exporting firms than non-exporting. This argument
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2.1 Theoretical literature

for a positive premium from exporting productivity supported by additional coun-

try firm-cases, Fariñas and Martin-Marcos (2007) Spain, Grazzi (2012) Italy.

Wakelin (1998) for U.K. considers wages as an important derivative of firm’s

competitiveness in foreign market in two ways. If wage is the total wage cost

will affect in a negative way the firm’s export decision but if wage is the aver-

age wage then represents accumulation of human capital and firm perform better

with respect to export. Serti et al (2007) for Italy, controlling for firm’s charac-

teristics like location, consider profound differences exist between exporters and

non-exporters, particularly exporters are on average bigger, pay higher salaries.

Manass and Turrini (2001) for Italy make a consensus about openess remark that

via lower entry cost it actualizes redistribution of earnings towards the exporting

sectors. Wanger (2007) addresses if there was an export premium for German

plants investigating the export-efficiency relationship.

To the extent that exporting activity formulates firm’s performance and behav-

ior (e.g. productivity-enhancing or wage-premium), then one may anticipate that

export participation will account for the firm productivity effect. In international

literature there are two prominent mutually exclusive ideas for theoretical expla-

nations about the relationship between productivity and export decision at firm

level, each of which emphasizes a direction of the causal-positive relationship. The

first approach is related to self-selection, when more productive firms are engage

into export activities and receive more return in a foreign market. The second

approach refers to the learning-by-exporting hypothesis where firms that are in-

volved in export processes are becoming more productive because the extension

of the market provides new knowledge and expertise.

Bernard and Jensen (1999) were the pioneers who examine the causality from

productivity to exporting using data from U.S manufacturing and interpreted the

effect of wage distribution to export desicion. They viewed that more productive

firms participate to export market by the self-select hypothesis as Clerides et al

(1996) for Colombia-Morocco. An alternative approach supporting self-selection

mechanism was given by Marc. J. Melitz (2003) using micro-data examine whether
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2.2 Empirical evidence

more productive firms are those who are capable to cover sunk cost of entry and in-

crease the opportunity to export followed by Chaney (2008). In the same direction,

Berthou et al (2015) for France, evaluate competitiveness using firm-data explore

the role of productivity in the export decision. In case of Greece, Papadogonas

and Voulgaris (2005), Gibson and Pavlou (2017) aim to disentangle the differences

between exporters and non-exporters in terms of labor productivity with export

orientation using and other firm characteristics.

Otherwise, Girma et al (2002) for UK, Aw et al (1999) for Taiwan and Ko-

rea adopt the learning-by-exporting hypothesis, considering that learning process

(e.g new efficient production methods) will enchance productivity. Specifically,

Girma et al (2004) try to support the Helpman-Melitz-Yeaple hypothesis to assess

the productivity distributions of various types of firms. Aw et al (1999) include

a set of simulation tests which provide insights into the interaction of selection

and learning forces based on Hopenhayn’s model (1992) and Bernard, Jensen’s

approach. Although, in China Fu and Wu found that exporting productivity was

less than non-exporting productivity premium. Jan de Loecker (2004) Slovenia,

analyzes whether firms that start exporting become more productive, controlling

for the self selection into export markets.

2.2 Empirical evidence

The empirical analysis extended here to assess also if other determinants have any

importance on trade behavior e.g. the role of innovation, firm size. There is an

increasing belief in the literature that firms special factors can account for the

openess patterns of firms. As a result, literature includes a number of different

explanatory options to impact on export behavior like number employees, region,

sector and many more.

Bernard and Jensen (1999) USA refer that exporters who are more productive

than non-exporters have a probability to locate in prosperous industries so they

contribute to economic growth of the country. Serti et al (2010) Italy consider
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2.2 Empirical evidence

that richer regions will be associated with higher productivity and hence premium

from exports. Milner and Tandrayen (2007) Africa note that wage by exporting

firms differs among exporters and non due to the region effect. They insist that

establishment on a capital city influences the likelihood of firms to export in a

positive or negative way and adopt the perception that firms city-located tend to

pay more so it will enhance firm’s productivity. Continuing, Berthou et al (2015)

from French data explored the role of productivity in the export decision, wage

distribution and reveal a year effect associated with the timing of entry. They

suppose the fact that new exporters may start exporting slowly during the year

and they also examine exporting productivity during the financial crisis.

Furthermore, substantial differences exist between exporters and non-exporters

in terms of size expressed by the number of employees. Evidence on Mañez and

Castillejo (2010) Spain examine if firm size plays a role in relationship between pro-

ductivity and exporting. Many studies including Kumar and Siddharthan (1994)

and Willmore (1992) Brazil use the square of firm size to allow for non-linearity in

the relationship between size and exports supporting the hypothesis of a negative

link between quadratic term of size with export decision and wage reward. In

addition, intergrated R&D strategy let innovative firms among firms in the same

industry to acquire an exporting status. Unfortunately, few empirical studies like

Smith et al (2002) Denmark and Wakelin (1998) focus on the interaction between

exports and R&D activities. All of them argue that the export orientation of firms

is positively related to their R&D behavior. On contrary, Sterlachini (1999) Italy

found a negative correlation between firm’s decision to export and R&D because

small innovative firms cannot handle trade cost. It is generally not clear what is

the real impact of R&D on export status or salaries.

At a micro-level, the effect of trade and more specifically of exports on the

determination of individual wages is explained by the observable characteristics of

exporters. Firm characteristics also lead wages and export productivity decisions.

The importance of influencing wage levels by controlling for example number of

employees, year, sector and region is mixed. Bernard and Jensen (1999) for US
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2.2 Empirical evidence

show that exporting firms have an employment growth 2-4% per year higher and

this employment contribute to productivity gains. Wakelin (1998) U.K. proves

that larger size of a firm provides more export intensive roles in a plant although

Smith et al (2002) in Danish firms found that exporting plants have lower labor

unit cost about 50% and average wage is 70% higher for them which reflect a higher

human capital, 70% of exporting plants are in the manufacturing industries and

take high risks due to higher solvency. Hussinger et al (2005) Germany, using

probit model indicate that one more employee, increases 12% the probability of a

firm to be an exporter and hence the average wage.

Tandrayen-Ragoobur (2011) for Africa proves that a city-located firm influ-

ences negatively the likelihood to export about 0.3%, attributed to the availability

of more direct support services and industrial linkages. Willmore (1992) Brazil,

found firm size and its quadratic term to be significant with positive and negative

signs in explaining the probability to export. Jan de Loecker (2004) shows that

Slovenian firms who invest more, are exporters so they receive much productivity

up to 37,6%. Berthou et al (2015) for French firms using year dummies approved

their hypothesis about year effect showing that during financial crisis of 2007-

2009 the most productive plants help to the adjustment of European distorted

economies through their export growth. Indicative evidences regarding the im-

pact of time on the efficiency of exporting companies are also given by Bernard

and Jensen (1997) for U.S, exporters grow faster in productivity in later periods

rather than the first sample year.

Another source of differentiation across exporting firms is the role of innovation

in trade behavior which is of particular interest according to the empirical tradition

of Schumpeterian studies of the relation between innovation and firm size. There is

considerable evidence that differences in innovation can influence export behavior

see for instance Smith et al (2002) focus 24,7% of Danish plants having invested

in R&D but 86% of these firms also had export activities and there was 75,3%

without R&D from those only 60% had exported. In line with size the analysts

found that R&D intensity is 50% higher in exporting companies due to the firm-
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2.2 Empirical evidence

size effect.

Wakelin (1998) for U.K shows a negative impact of innovation in exporting

desicion through productivity. This result indicates that small innovative firms are

less likely to enter export markets than the equivalent non-innovating firms. Those

innovative firms which do export are much larger, and have a higher proportion

of innovations almost 4% on average, against 1.7% for the non-exporters due to

the trade barriers costs which small innovating can’t handle. On contrary, Ito

and Pucik (1993) found that R&D has positive 37% impact on Japanese firm’s

exports but firm size has an insignificant role in this relationship. It is worth

noting that Willmore (1992) for Brazil’s trade found no significant role for R&D

as a determinant of exports, although R&D activities play a small negative role

with respect to imports.

With greater trade, the existense of export option within an industry plays an

important role to extent the differences between exporters and non-exporters in

terms of labor productivity and wages across time, different sectors of economic

activity and other firms characteristics. Gibson and Pavlou (2017) Greece found

that 13% of Greek firms always exported and 81% never exported in 2006-2017.

For Germany, Arnold and Hussinger (2005) report 227 firms in a sample that

export in every observed year, whereas 112 firms have no exports. Serti et al

(2010) Italy have 67% of firms to be exporters in 1993-1997. Smith et al (2002)

Denmark show that manufacturing firms is more likely to export. Taking into

account labor productivity, it appears to be a stylized fact that exporters are

more productive than non-exporters due to a reallocation of benefits in favor of

the first group.

Most studies state a positive and significant export wage premium, Bernard

and Jensen (1999) USA report that for exporter’s labor productivity was 15%

greater than non-exporters and wages are 9% higher on average within an indus-

try. Jan de Locker (2004) Slovenia found that exporting firms are on average

29,59% more productive using value added per worker measure and pay 16,14%

higher wages than non-exporters but when using panel data show that productiv-
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2.2 Empirical evidence

ity is 8,8% higher for exporters, it was revealed that it was turnover which depicts

the structural exporting changes. These evidences are in line with Bernard and

Wanger (1997) Germany. Also, Wagner (2007) shows that export premium was

positive and significant through time and across countries. Gibson and Pavlou

(2017) Greece pointed an advantage for exporters who succeeded a 14% produc-

tivity premium. Wakelin (1998) U.K as Smith et al (2002) Denmark prove that

average wage is positively correlated with exports but negatively with labor cost.

Teal (1995) Africa generates a 22% foreign premium. For African countries Tan-

drayen (2011) show that the wage effect ranges 5,8% to 29,8% for larger exporters.

Serti et al (2010) Italy found that the average wage for exporting firms are on

average 7% higher than those of non-exporters in the same industry and location.

Schank et al (2007), Verhoogen (2008) for Mexico emphasized that exporters are

not only more productive but pay higher wages than non-exporters in terms of

skills. Wakelin and Verpagen (1997) for firms in OECD countries found important

role of wage costs on trade flows. Wagner (2001) proves that labor productivity

increased slightly more in starters 18.71% than in non-exporters 14.06%. Wagner

(2002) for Germany using causal effect method shows that productivity growth not

significantly differs between exporters and non-exporters (18,85% vs. 14,94%) over

a 4-year period, wage per person grew faster for exporters only (4,84% compared

to 1,91%). Aw et al (1998) for Taiwan exporters found that TFP levels on average

were 27.6% higher than non-exporting plants in the same industry. All of the

average differences are statistically significant.

Surprisingly, from their empirical findings suggest that firm productivity is less

important as a determinant of export market participation. Schank et al (2008)

for Germany suggest that employees working in an export plant earn 1,8% more

than similar employees in non-exporting plants. Results for labor productivity

and as dependent variable confirm about Italy, also in the post Euro period, a

positive relation between export activity and firm’s productivity. This is evident

in most sectors. For example machinery and equipment is the sector that its firms

have 18% higher productivity if they export. They show that the average daily
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2.2 Empirical evidence

wage paid by export firms has a premium of 7.2% higher than in non-exporting

plants. Girma et al (2002) with UK data found that wage varies from 6% to 26%

between firms in favor of exporters. Clerides et al (1998) for Mexico, Morocco and

Colombia presented a variety of results but evidence of intra-industry productivity

spillovers in the food processing and leather in Morocco.

Bigstein et al (2004) Cameroon show that export participation increases pro-

ductivity by 7%. Kraay (1999) for China supports learning effects for exporters

make a productivity gain that ranges from 2% to 9%. Verhoogen (2008) Mexico,

in a model with heterogeneous manufacturing plants insists on more productive

firms produce high-quality goods than less productive plants and they pay higher

wages to maintain a high-quality workforce. Only the most productive plants en-

ter the export market, especially Southern exporters. Berthou et al (2015) show

that exporters are about 20% more productive than non-exporters in some Cen-

tral and Eastern European countries may be related to the contribution of foreign

direct investment and the integration of local firms into European supply chains,

which direct firms’ productivity into higher levels through openess in a larger for-

eign market. Bernard and Jensen (1995) using data in USA state a large wage

premium in exporting firms even after controlling for firm characteristics so as to

increase wages. The export coefficient is at 18.5%, widens the differential gap.
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Chapter 3

Data

The underlying database is an extract from the Structural Business Survey (SBS),

conducted by the Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT), the national statistical

office in Greece that collects data through statistical surveys in firms and Statis-

tical Register Businesses. For this study were used administrative tax data which

provide a wide information on business parameters. The Business Register State-

ment provides data on the operating branch, headquarters of firms, employment

data and their local units. For some variables, this survey was conducted on the

larger enterprises to compile data for revenue and expenditure from business eco-

nomic activity. The reason why the office compiles these statistics is to analyze

the structure and evolution of the Greek companies’ activities, production fac-

tors and other elements to measure activity, competiveness and performance of

firms. Also, ELSTAT collected these elements with the option of analysis of small

and medium-sized enterprises and their specific characteristics associated with the

distribution of activities. Data from Structural Business Survey (SBS) are com-

piled on an annual basis. When administrative data miss, the method applied is

replacement of imputation prices.

This analysis uses micro-data from Greek firms during period from 2008 to

2013 so as to assess the exporting profile with parameters connected to trade. It

covers all areas of economic activities despite the domain of agriculture and per-

sonal services, so it seems that covers matters of commerce. In the final dataset,
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are presented 13 branches of Greek economy: Architectural and technical engineer-

ing, Head office and consulting activities, Computer programming activities and

advice activities, Retail except motor vehicle trade, Wholesale trade except motor

vehicle trade, Information service activities, Real estate management, Advertising

and market research, Other professional, scientific and technical activities rental

activities, Protection and research activities, Office and secretarial and business

support activities, Repair of computers and personal items that expressed their

action in all Greek geographical regions but not all firms have published their

statistics for all calculated variables e.g. hours worked or exports. The trading

economic situation in this database is described by variables related to business

financial results such as profit, input-related variables and capital inflows like ma-

terial investment.

Since this study focus on the differences of the exporting status we distinguish

exporters from non-exporters. First of all, we have to underline that we choose

to remove missing values from productivity measures that will be used for further

analysis by erasing them. Their removal, however, would introduce a bias into the

sample of companies. First of all we have a clear overview of firms according to

their trade status: 162 firms for the whole sample export so a small fraction 2%

are exporters while 7.930 firms do not export over the 5 years period. Also, 133

firms imports so 1,64% of all Greek companies are importers. So, we can infer that

Greek firms are not engaged in trade as exporters or importers. A more detailed

decomposition of firms’ statistics by exporting activity is presented (Table 2). As

expected, “Wholesale Trade”, “Computer activities” and “professional and scien-

tific activities” as well as “Architectural and technical activities” are the sectors

mostly involved in exporting activity, measured by the larger number of exporting

firms in our sample, in the 5- year crisis period with traditionally tradable sectors

exhibiting higher openness.

Before proceeding with the estimation of whether exporting firms are more

productive and pay higher wages than non-exporting ones or vice versa, we provide

a descriptive analysis of the main variable related to firms’ performance – labor
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productivity. This indicator is computed by using firm-level data and can be

approached through production and value of production in terms of hours worked

and the number of employees. Labor productivity can be defined as revenues

over hours or number of employees so it expresses firm’s performance based on

production. On the other side, the value of production can be expressed as wage

(hourly wage), net profit per hours and wage, net profit per employee (average

wage) and total salaries per revenues. To better assess firm’s characteristics as

dependent variables we consider total rewards of labor as the sum of salaries and

daily wages and total labor hours as the sum of total full-time hours and total

part-time hours. Also, we convert missing values to zero in part-time hours worked

variable from data to get real indicators from productivity factors. In order to

reduce the distance of values we convert our dependent variables to logarithms

and we rescale profits for regression (in thousands, annual euros).

Median labor productivity for all measures supports the general aspect that

exporters are more efficient than non- exporters with larger differences in hourly

wages with 77% difference, average wage with 95%, profit per hours 15% and

revenue per employee 60% (Figure 1). But what is the distribution of these mea-

sures in our final sample among sectors. Exporting firms in Real estate presents

the highest productivity in the three productivity measures followed by Renting

etc. (Figure 2). The performance of firms expressed by profit per hours across

different sectors indicates that median value of production is mostly higher in ex-

porting sectors too and the highest percentage belongs to Real estate. Openess

to trade causes reallocation of resources so we can see that in both four figures

productivity is greater for exporting than non-exporting firms within the sectors

(Figure 2).

Again, exporting-survive firms are more productive than non-exporting with

the exception of Protection etc. expressing productivity with profit per hours

to lag behind in favor of non-exporters within industry. In total, there are data

available in 2008-2013 for 5.503 firms in my final dataset with a total number

of observations 8.092, after having removed missing values in the calculation of
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productivity indices. No-participation in the export market is associated with

bad outcomes for plants, with significantly slower average rates of productivity

measures so in production as for the value of production in the dependent variable

being recorded compared to firms that participate (Table 2). Average hourly

wage 16,48 Euros in all exporting sectors compared with the lower 8,75 Euros for

non-exporting ones.

The remaining explanatory variables after the removal of non declared data

are logarithms formations of number of employees, profits as well as two dummy

variables about exports, R&D and three categorical about the year of survey, the

sector where a firm is activated and the region of establishment which represents

Attica which contains the majority of exporting firms and a new variable created

which express hours in part-time work per total hours. These right-hand-side

variables capture the exporting, productivity and wage reaction. The first table

provides summary statistics of variables used in the empirical analysis and the

maximum and minimum values restricted between 1% to 99% of the distribution

(Table 1). Table indicates that according to the average wage differs from hourly

wage rather they are on annual basis. It is obvious that all explanatory variables

record the same number of observations 8.092.

Summary statistics for categorical variables are not defined. It is worth men-

tion that mean and the median of profits differ a lot, so profits do not follow

normal distribution. The median year is 2010 so 50% of firms surveyed before

the first 2 years. Firm size measured by the number of employees is 28,72 by

each year. The two dummies takes value of 1 if satisfy the statement (if the firm

has positive exports, R&D). Additionally, engaging into export activities will infer

more employees, more profits and also increase the participation in R&D. In the

theoretical evidence, it is argued that export, productivity and R&D behavior are

mutually dependent so we are in favor of adding this desicion in the model but

there are less firms for being both exporters and R&D innovators.

At first point to analyze the link between productivity measures to see if they

verify the positive wage-productivity relationship we encounter in the literature,
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we examine their correlation (Table 3). As we can see correlations are positive in

all cases with the highest 0.56 between average wage and revenues per employees

and the next one is 0,35 between revenues per hours and hourly wage. For further

examination, we identify the relationship between productivity and wages over

hours and firm size in the sample of high export-intensive sectors (Figure 3).

In nine of ten graphs there is a positive correlation among those variables and

especially using average wage and hourly wage as productivity measures we observe

a strong positive connection so metrics over hours will answer our question more

precisely. In conclusion the descriptive statistics are consistent with the hypothesis

that exporting sectors exhibit superior performance to their domestically focused

counterparts. However, to understand whether productivity and wage per hours

or employees and some characteristic correlated with being an exporter requires a

more formal multivariate analysis according to the two reversal hypotheses.
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Chapter 4

Modeling approach

This chapter describes the empirical model. Multiple correlation analysis was per-

formed to identify the link between productivity measures through production or

its value and export of firms. The present study considers measures such as ex-

port status, average wage, hourly wage, revenue per employee, profit per employee,

salary per revenue as dependent variables in order to express labor productivity

and how it is compesated where as number of employees, year of the survey, es-

tamblishment region, industry, profits, R&D desicion and part-time hours worked

as independent variables. Following Bernard and Jensen (1999) and others, we

use longitudinal data to control for variables we cannot observe like difference

in business practices or changes over time but not across firms like international

agreements. This accounts for firm heterogeneity. We focus on Fixed effects to see

impact of variables that vary over time. Each firm has its own characteristics that

may or may not influence on outcome related to trade. When using FE we assume

that something within the firm may bias the outcome so FE remove the effect of

time-invariant characteristics to assess the net effect on the outcome variable.

To develop our understanding of the relationship between productivity and

wage through exporting activity we turn to data on individual plants that be-

longs to the 13 industries with the largest number of exporting companies as a

sample-and productivity measures are between 1% and 99% of its distributions.

As with industries, exporting plants have desirable characteristics relative to non-
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4.1 The impact of exports on wages

exporters, especially labor productivity. In this study since we are interested in

the role of productivity as production or as value of production for exporters we es-

timate all our specifications with plant-level observations selecting an unbalanced

panel across time and identity of firm. In the literature there are two alternative

but not mutually exclusive hypotheses why exporters can be expected to be more

productive than non-exporting plant and thus pay higher salaries. This difference

identified in the causality between export status and productivity. We formulate

on this survey these two hypotheses for Greek firms during period 2008-2013.

4.1 The impact of exports on wages

For the first hypothesis about learning-by-exporting proposes that firms who

engage into exporting they gain as a reward higher productivity and a wage dis-

tribution. This can be attributed to factors like new knowledge, methods, design

and expertise from buyers (innovation) depending on firm size because of inter-

national openness, scale economies of the greater markets, and general benefits of

exposure to competitiveness. Aw et al (1999); Girma et al (2002) observe that the

learning process enhances productivity for those firms who decide to participate

in exporting. Furthermore, we assume that productivity and wages are positively

correlated which means that firms experience productivity increases after entering

the export market tend to convert this achievement to wages.

The highly competitive environment disciplines the behavior of unequal wages.

In literature this argument is supported by the most of the studies: Grossman et

al (2008) support the same positive regime with access to foreign goods lower costs

and boosts productivity, resulting to higher wages. Serti et al (2010) Italy found

average wages was higher for exporters, Gautier et al (2015) France show that

exports increases hourly wages. Schank et al (2008) Germany show a positive link

between wages and export decision ex- ante. Milner and Tandrayen (2007) Africa

identified the same argument, too. So, taking into consideration all these evidences

we expect a positive relationship between export decision and wage-productivity,
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4.1 The impact of exports on wages

supporting that when a firm exports increase the value of production paid. For

Greek firms Papadogonas and Voulgaris (2005) are in favor of this claim.

With the given variables, we formulate the following wage equation- learning by

exporting hypothesis. In the first model, wage-value of productivity is regressed

on export status, size of firm, R&D desicion and other variables controlled for

firm’s characteristics. Our baseline wage equation is the following with dependent

variable the natural logarithm of annually earnings (lnWit) which is the average

wage for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013):

lnWit = a + b1Eit + b2lnNit + b3lnPrit + b4Pit + b5Dit + bkXk
it + eit

(1)

where Eit is a dummy variable having a value of one if the firm is an exporter

and zero otherwise for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013), lnNit is the

natural logarithm of the number of employees for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time

t (2008,...,2013) but its square to capture for non-linearity, lnPrit is the natural

logarithm of a continuous variable for annual profits for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at

time t (2008,...,2013), Pit refers to ratio of part-time work to hours annually for

the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013), Dit is a dummy variable having a

value of one if the exporter is innovator and zero otherwise for the i firm (i=1,...,n)

at time t (2008,...,2013), Xk
it controls for a set of firm’s characteristics like sector,

region of establishment, year of survey is included. Sector covers industry dummies

and time contains year dummies, controls for time specific effects, taking values

from 2008 to 2013 and region dummies covers Attica as it contains the majority

of exporting firms for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013). Finally, eit

is the error term, represents unobserved factors which influence to wage premium

but they are uncorrelated for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013).

Having restricted our attention to those important variables, our principal

interest is with the coefficients b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 and bk. The hypothesis that

firms who export possess distinct productivity at first, which make them more
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4.2 The impact of wages on exporting

productive and efficient than non-exporters, would be supported by positive signs

on both wages-productivity measures and export status and with absolutely larger

coefficients than that on the non-exporting firms. In other words, controlling for

learning by exporting hypothesis, all types of exporting firms gets more productive

and pay higher wages than all types on domestic firms (having controlled for other

influences on wages). The continuous variables of the model have been converted

to logarithms, representing the elasticity of these factors in terms of wage to show

us how much will be the percentage premium in each case.

4.2 The impact of wages on exporting

By contrast for the second hypothesis of self-selection, the theoretical frame-

work was given by Melitz model (2003) meaning that the causality runs from

productivity (e.g.reallocation) to exporting in which only firms with high produc-

tivity ex-ante choose to export because involves large sunk costs and thus increase

the opportunity to export. Studies support that the most productive firms are

able to survive in highly competitive export markets. If the fixed costs of selling

in the export market are higher than for the domestic market only high productive

firms will find it profitable to enter the export market and those whose productiv-

ity declines will be forced to exit. This arises a growing question if productivity

has impact on export status.Clerides et al (1996); Bernard and Jensen (1999)

USA viewed more productive firms are engage into export by the self-selection

hypothesis. This positive premium from productivity was in argue with Fariňas

and Marcos, Spain (2007); Grazzi, Italy (2012). So, a common interpretation of

these findings is a positive link between productivity already experienced by firms

and the increasing presence in exporting participation.

With these variables, we formulate the export status equation- self selection

hypothesis. In the second model, export status is regressed on productivity, size

of firm, R&D decision and other variables controlled for firm’s characteristics.

Our baseline exporting equation is the following with dependent variable is the
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4.2 The impact of wages on exporting

Eit represent the export desicion, is a dummy variable having a value of one if

the firm is an exporter and zero otherwise for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t

(2008,...,2013):

Eit = c + d1lnWit + d2lnNit + d3lnPrit + d4Pit + d5Dit + dkXk
it + eit

(2)

where lnWit is the natural logarithm of annually earnings which is the average wage

for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013), lnNit is the natural logarithm of

the number of employees for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013) but its

square to capture for non-linearity, lnPrit is the natural logarithm of a continuous

variable for annual profits for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013), Pit

refers to ratio of part-time work to hours annually for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time

t (2008,...,2013), Dit is a dummy variable having a value of one if the exporter is

innovator and zero otherwise for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013), Xk
it

controls for a set of firm’s characteristics like sector, region of establishment, year

of survey is included for the i firm (i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013). Sector cov-

ers industry dummies and time contains year dummies, controls for time specific

effects, taking values from 2008 to 2013 and region dummies covers which repre-

sents Attica as it contains the majority of exporting firms for the i firm (i=1,...,n)

at time t (2008,...,2013). Finally, eit is the error term, represents unobserved fac-

tors which influence to wage premium but they are uncorrelated for the i firm

(i=1,...,n) at time t (2008,...,2013).

Having restricted our attention to those important variables, our principal

interest is with the coefficients d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 and dk. The hypothesis that

firms who are more productive and efficient than their counterparts within the

sector decide to start exporting, would be supported by positive signs on wage

variable and with absolutely larger coefficients than that on the least productive

firms. In other words, controlling for self selection hypothesis, efficient firms are

those who can overcome sunk costs and participate in the export market than
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4.2 The impact of wages on exporting

all types on domestic firms who cannot survive as they are less efficient (having

controlled for other influences on export desicion). The continuous variables of

the model have been converted to logarithms, representing the percentage effect

of the explanatory factors on the decision on whether or not a business will export,

being the percentage advantage in favor of exporters.
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Chapter 5

Empirical results

In this chapter we look at the relationship between wage structure, productivity

premium and trade by controlling for the export status. This dissertation con-

tributes to the empirical literature, as most international commercial studies refer

to exports while in Greece due to lack of data this field of study is limited so it

is an innovative step in the Greek commercial character. We argue that firms in-

volved in export activities are even more favored by the international competition

than firms that import, so this makes this category of firms particularly interest-

ing when considering firm’s characterisitcs and distributional patterns based on

productivity premia. There appear to be distinctive differences between the firms

because of the influence of the exporting entry in the two longitudinal models.

To separate learning by exporting and self selection effects, the micro data

which we have for Greece does not have sufficient time-series observations to allow

to use the same approach as Clerides et al do, estimating a two-equation model

consisting of the plant’s decision to export and cost function. The Greek data

set contains firm-level observations on all sectors from 2008 to 2013. While the

number of time observations is not large, these data sets allow us to observe

productivity differences over a 5-year period which helps to reduce the role of

unexpected shocks, cyclical fluctuations, and measurement errors which can affect

productivity comparisons. My empirical strategy is similar to the approach of

Bernard and Jensen, to compare the average productivity of groups of firms that
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5.1 The impact of exports on wages

have follow different paths on the international trade based on the two reversal

hypotheses.

5.1 The impact of exports on wages

As I said, we follow the methodology introduced by Bernard and Jensen (1995

and 1999) and compute the export premia, defined as the percentage difference of

labour productivity between exporters and non-exporters in terms of production

and value of production. These premia are computed from the regression given

in wage equation (1) in the previous chapter. To control for unobserved firm

heterogeneity due to time-invariant characteristics which might lead to a biased

estimate of export premia, equation (1) is estimated with fixed effects. Year, sector

and region dummies are also included. Export status dummy takes a value of 1 in

time t (t=2008,...,2013) if the firm exports at time t and zero otherwise. The set

of control variables includes firm size, firm’s profits, ratio of part time work and

R&D desicion. The size of the firm is proxied by the number of employees.

I discuss my estimation method for getting the resulting estimated coefficients.

As I have already mentioned in Chapter 3, the variables of productivity, salary

and firm’s characteristics are expressed in logarithms. Results from the final panel

regression model are shown. Because, among the interpretive variables included

and the fixed effects for year, sector and region, the reliability of estimates is quite

great. We observe that the majority of the continuous explanatory variables are

statistical significant and their signs of coefficients are consistent with the economic

theory (Table 4). So, the variables that affect wage differentials are export status,

firm size, profit, part-time hours, sector, year and region. Although, the hypothesis

does not appear to be valid for salaries per revenues because export desicion is

not statistically significant. So, exporters measuring its value of production using

it cannot infer if their earnings improved as they involved in the export market.

Also, we see that our R&D variable is statistically significant, which means that

productivity is affected by firm’s desicion for innovative activities as we initially
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5.1 The impact of exports on wages

assumed.

The main variable that affects the wage premium in our sample is the dummy

for export decision. Its positive coefficient means that the company’s decision to

export leads to an increase in productivity, because it will open up to a larger

commercial market, which leads to an increase in the production, more profit,

new methods of specialization. This in turn leads to increased productivity and

therefore wages. Specifically, the mean hourly wage is statistically significant at

a significance level of 1% indicating that exporting firms pay a premium about

38,6 % more than non-exporters. The same effect seems to be in Model 2 when

the average wage is considered to be a productivity measure that is statistically

significant at a significance level of 1 % but has an average premium less than that

of hourly wage, 38,2 % in favor of exporting firms. Also, in Model 5 when the

profit per employees and in Model 6 using profit per hours are considered to be

productivity measures that are statistically significant at a significance level of 1

% but has an average premium more than that of hourly wage, 51,4% and 52,9%

in favor of exporting firms correspodently.

In the economic analysis we have included the size of the firms as expressed

by the number of their employees. Its coefficient has expected negative sign, as

we explained in Chapter 3. This means that the higher the number of employees

in export companies the negative impact on productivity as there will be over-

crowding, the cost of labor will rise and the product will be reduced, so as a result

large firms that export have no incentive to give higher comparative wages. The

profit of a business in an export branch also forms the gap between wages. In all

models, we were able to introduce the profit as an interpretive variable so that the

multicollinearity problem would not arise. Its positive coefficient is statistically

significant at a significance level of 1% which means that a business in an export

sector with a lot of profit will pay a higher salary to exporters but its effect is

extremely small.

These estimates are consistent with estimates from similar studies in literature.

Bernard and Jensen (1999) USA report that exporter’s labor productivity was 15%
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5.2 The impact of wages on exporting

greater than non-exporters and wages are 9% higher on average within an industry.

Serti et al (2010) Italy found that the average wage for exporting firms are on

average 7% higher than those of non-exporters in the same industry and location.

Jan de Loecker (2004) for Slovenian firms show that productivity is 8,8% higher for

exporters than non-exporters. However, the number of observations varies in each

model due to the fact that it is also an unbalanced panel, we notice that the most

correctly specialized model is 2 as it has the highest R2 and the largest number of

observations which means that 55,3% of the variability of average wage is explained

by a change in regression variables. On the contrary, the least specialized is model

3 because only 17,7% of the profit per employee in the export branches is explained

by the shift in these variables, so in order to become more reliable, the addition

of other explanatory factors is needed.

5.2 The impact of wages on exporting

While the self-selection hypothesis has been confirmed by various authors: Bernard

and Jensen (1999) USA, Clerides et al (1998) Colombia, Mexico and Morocco, Aw

et al (2000) Taiwan, the evidence for Greece in this dissertation has been less

clear-cut. Based on them, we follow a methodology and compute the export pre-

mia, defined as the percentage difference of labour productivity between exporters

and non-exporters in terms of production and value of production again. These

premia are computed from the regression given in wage equation (2) in the previ-

ous chapter but in this section all the productivity measures have an explanatory

role. To control again for unobserved firm heterogeneity due to time-invariant firm

characteristics which might lead to a biased estimate of exporter premia, equa-

tion (2) is estimated with fixed effects. Year, sector and region dummies are also

included. Export status dummy takes a value of 1 in time t (t=2008,...,2013) if

the firm exports at time t and zero otherwise as an dependent variable. The set

of control variables includes firm size, firm’s profit, ratio of part time work and

R&D desicion. The size of the firm is proxied by the number of employees.
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5.2 The impact of wages on exporting

My estimation method for getting the resulting estimated coefficients has the

reverse results. As I have already mentioned in Chapter 3, the variables of produc-

tivity, salary and firm’s characteristics are expressed in logarithms. The results

we got from the final panel regression model are shown. Because, among the in-

terpretive variables included and the fixed effects for year, sector and region, the

reliability of estimates is quite great. We observe that compared to the alternative

hypothesis there are fewer statistically significant variables but the signs of their

rates are consistent with the economic theory (Table 5). So, the variables that

affect export desicion are hourly wage, average wage, revenues per hours, salaries

per revenues, firm size, profit, R&D, sector, year and region of estamblishment.

However, the hypothesis does not appear to be valid for export status because

salaries per revenues are not statistically significant. So, exporters measuring its

value of production using it cannot infer if their productivity affects the desicion

to trade as producer’s initial productivity should be reflected in subsequent move-

ments in the export market. Also, we now see again that our R&D variable is

statistically significant at 5% significance level and is accepted, which means that

the export participation is affected by firm’s desicion for innovative activities as

we initially assumed. The main variable that affect the export entry in our sam-

ple is the earnings received. Their coefficients in all models are positive, which

means that the company’s initial productivity-wage leads to a desicion to export,

which means the more productive a firms that pays higher wages is, the higher

the output of a product for export as well as offers more efficient employees.

This in future will lead to an increased productivity and therefore wages as

expected. Specifically, the mean hourly wage is statistically significant at a sig-

nificance level of 1% indicating that firms who pay higher salaries of about 3,2%

more than those in the same sector, will export. The same effect seems to be in

Model 2 when the average wage is considered to be a value of production measure

that is statistically significant at a significance level of 1% but has an average

premium less than that of hourly wage, 1,8% meaning that highly-paid firms have

a little incentive to export towards their counteparts within the industry. Also, in
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5.2 The impact of wages on exporting

Model 5 when the profit per employees and in Model 6 using revenue per hours

are considered to be productivity measure that are statistically significant at a

significance level of 1% but has an average premium less than that of hourly wage,

0,5% and 0,5% in favor of efficient firms who decide to entry in the export market

correspodently.

In the economic analysis again in equation (2) we have included the size of

firms as expressed by the number of their employees. Its coefficient has expected

positive sign. This means that the higher the number of employees in a firm the

positive impact on export market as there will be over-production, the cost of

labor will distribute per productive employee, as a result of which large firms that

have incentive to participate in the export market so as to justify the higher com-

parative wages. We were not able to introduce again the profit as an interpretive

variable so that the multicollinearity problem would not arise. Its coefficient is

not statistically significant which means that the profit of a business in a branch

here does not form the desicion to export and gap between wages.

These estimates are consistent with estimates from similar studies in literature.

Wakelin (1998) U.K shows a negative impact of productivity in exports. This

result indicates that non-efficient firms are less likely to enter export markets than

the equivalent efficient firms. Those efficient firms which export are much larger,

and have a higher proportion of innovations almost 4% on average, against 1,7%

for the non-exporters due to the trade barriers costs which small firms can not

handle. Aw et al (1999) Taiwan show the average productivity difference varies

from 3,9% after more productive firms decide to participate. However, the number

of observations varies in each model due to the fact that it is also an unbalanced

panel, we notice that the most correctly specialized model is 1 as it has the highest

R2 and the largest number of observations which means that 8,1% of the variability

of export entry is explained by a change in regression variables. On contrary, the

least specialized are models 3,4,7 because only 7% of the export participation in

the same branches is explained by the shift in these variables, so in order to become

more reliable, the addition of other explanatory factors is needed.
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5.2 The impact of wages on exporting

As a result, for Greece, the two hypotheses can be applied simultaneously

and give consistent estimates for labor productivity. However, the learning by

exporting hypothesis is better applied to the specific dataset, with the result that

its estimates are more in line with those of the international literature, therefore

learning by exporting gives more specialized model, emphasizing that Greek labor

productivity is better calculated by six of our seven productivity measures. In

addition, in this case, the standard errors are more robust, which gives more

consistent and accurate estimates. Therefore, Greek firms in the period 2008 to

2013 that participated in exporting trade paid their employees with higher wages,

signaling greater productivity in a wide range (23,6%-52,9%) due to their decision

to export ex-ante.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation analyzes the role of productivity in terms of value or production

in the export behaviour of Greek firms during a period from 2008-2013. Export

behaviour refers to the decision of a firm being an exporter. We study to what

extent exporters pay higher wages using trading data from Greek firms based on

two mutually exclusive hypothesis about the causality. We provide results on the

link between exporting activity and productivity-greek exporters really do pay

higher wages and thus acquire a productivity premium. Some questions about

how wage premium can reflect more accurately reality includes characteristics of

selected firms affect the decision of exporters for providing surplus labor earnings.

This micro-approach will give a new insight on the welfare gains from export in

Greece because reallocation oriented to more productive exporters will imply a

wage advantage in favor of more efficient ones. It will enlighten us about what

approach the Greek exporting pattern follows in order Greece be converted from a

minimally commercial country into a commercially growing power on a firm level

and average industry productivity will contribute to the general growth of Greek

economy.

Using panel micro-data from ELSTAT in firm-level to assess the exporting

profile, compared to previous studies focused on industrial level, to control for ob-

servable and unobservable firm characteristics, we detect the direction of causality

of the two important theoretical reasons why exporting might improve firm perfor-
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mance. Using seven productivity measures we test the two hypothesis using two

reversal panel models and focus on Fixed effects to see the link between outcome

variables within a company. In the first model, learning by exporting supports

after involvement in a foreign market, firms receive higher productivity because

of new experiences. On the opposite side on second model, Self-selection states

that because of entry costs we expect larger, more productive firms to export be-

cause they can recover it more easily. Although, an optimal empirical model must

integrate also firm characteristics in order to give more robust and less biased es-

timations. According to literature factors such as firm size, sector, year of survey,

region and other firm-specific factors controlling for its performance are highly

notable for the wage premium.

Having studied the results, we infer that in Greek firms causality may run in

both directions simultaneously. We observe that wages increase with the increase

of productivity of those firms who trade on foreign markets as exporters. Effects

of exporting activity on firm performance reveals as economically and statistically

significant positive for six indicators of firm labor productivity and wages in all

estimated models. It is obvious that exporters receive a higher wage premium in six

efficiency measures compared to non-exporters performance. In the theoretical and

empirical part of the paper, it was argued that efficiency and export participation

are mutually dependent. These results are in line with the findings by Bernard and

Jensen (1999). First, we find that controlling for various firm characteristics, such

as firm size exporters pay higher wages than non-exporters. Firms that diversify

into the export market have higher productivity after entry than firms that do

not improve after participation. So, in Greek firms learning by exporting has a

greater power as a strategy with a premia 23,6% to 52,9%.

This dissertation has contributed to identify the earning advantage in favor of

exporters in Greece, highlighting several issues detected during the previous em-

pirical analysis. A common issue is that estimations of the coefficients is as robust

as we allow because of the limitation of variables affect the exporting premium

and the choice of the sample based on my point of view so using panel data for the
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unobserved hererogeneity, tries to eliminate the biases. As the sample selection

was arbitrarily based on the sectors containing the larger number of exporting

firms this means biased estimates in favor of large industries while the sample was

even more limited because of the outlier, between 1% and 99% of the distribution

of productivity measures. Also, due to the lack of values, all the mentioned pro-

ductivity measures used in the literature were impossible to implement. Another

problem that has arisen is the fact that Greek companies do not declare trade

data as they do not export or working hours. Variables used in the literature

to explain the export behavior of firms in this case were incomplete leading to a

limited sample meaning an arbitrary sample selection. In addition, there were no

data for all sectors of the Greek economy. There were also discrepancies between

the stated values, resulting in adjustment using logarithms to reduce the distance

between them.

From a research perspective, several new studies about export benefits using

micro-data seem especially promising. Our analysis provides a set of results in

Greek firms, but furthermore will need more consideration in a prospect research

based on a larger number of observations available with firm-level data on Greek

export participation after financial crisis to make a more detailed understanding

of the performance of firm’s export desicions and to better assess the direction of

causality of exports and measures of firm efficiency. Future analysis can also be

enhanced by the inclusion of sales depending on firm ownership. Finally, several

factors that may also affect the export activity of Greek firms, such as industrial

policy or industrial group affiliation, were not considered in this study. Inclusion

of such factors in the analysis of Greek export activity may produce additional in-

teresting results in the future to be better analyzed. Topic to be better scrutinized

would be the impact of firms’ export intensity not on productivity level but growth.

In terms of policy implications, the productivity differentials between exporters

and non-exporters suggest that Greece should continue to promote an environ-

ment which encourages high-productivity survival firms and export-oriented sales

in order to achieve sustainable growth and economic recovery.
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Figures

Figure 1: Distribution of productivity measures between exporters and
non-exporters

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.
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Figure 2: Hourly Wage, Wage/Employees, Revenues/Employees, Profit/Hours
by sector of economic activity

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.

Note: "58" = Publishing etc. , "62" = IT etc. , "63" = Information etc. , "68" = Real

estate, "70" = Office, consulting etc. , "71"= Architectural atc. , "72"= Research etc.,

"73"= Advertising etc., "74"= Professional etc., "77"= Renting etc. ,"80"= Protection

etc. , "82"= Administration etc. , "95"= Computer repair etc.
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Figure 3: Relationship between wage and productivity measures

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.
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Table 1. Summary statistics

Variable Obs Mean Median Min (1%) Max (99%)
Hourly Wage 8092 8.90 7.44 1.987 29.47
Wage/Employees 8092 14559 11674 801 57247
Revenues/Hours 8092 112 45.66 5.65 1004
Revenues/Employees 8092 168612 63410 4984 1596628
Profit/Employees 8092 23245 3483 0 255684
Profit/Hours 8092 16.58 2.45 0 205
Salaries/Revenues 8092 0.23 0.17 0.007 0.90
Exporter 8092 .0200198 0 0 1
Number of Employees 8092 28.72 5.5 1 471
Part time 8092 0.18 0 0 1
Profits 8092 242 20.82 0 4361
R&D 8092 0.001 0 0 1
Publishing etc. 8,092 0.102 0.302 0 1
IT etc. 8,092 0.021 0.144 0 1
Information etc. 8,092 0.100 0.300 0 1
Real estate etc. 8,092 0.089 0.285 0 1
Office, consulting etc. 8,092 0.148 0.355 0 1
Research etc. 8,092 0.047 0.213 0 1
Advertising etc. 8,092 0.106 0.308 0 1
Professional etc. 8,092 0.050 0.219 0 1
Renting etc. 8,092 0.118 0.322 0 1
Protection etc. 8,092 0.052 0.22 0 1
Administrative etc. 8,092 0.077 0.267 0 1
Computer repair etc. 8,092 0.067 0.251 0 1
Attica 8,092 0.359 0.479 0 1
2009 8,092 0.213 0.409 0 1
2010 8,092 0.175 0.380 0 1
2011 8,092 0.137 0.344 0 1
2012 8,092 0.152 0.359 0 1
2013 8,092 0.159 0.366 0 1
Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.

Note: All productivity measures are expressed in Euros.
Revenues/Hours, Revenues/Employees, Profits/Employees, Profits/Hours,

Salaries/Revenues is in the thousands of Euros per year.
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Table 2. Summary statistics by exporting activity

Non-exporters Exporters
Variable Obs Mean Median Min (1%) Max (99%) Obs Mean Median Min Max
Hourly Wage 7930 8.75 7.33 1.97 28.81 162 16.48 15.84 6.38 38.79
Wage/Employees 7930 14208 11531 790 55687 162 31706 30795 11112 79915
Revenues/Hours 7930 112.30 45.39 5.65 1004 162 105.89 57.92 10.97 689
Revenues/Employees 7930 167877 62284 4809 1596628 162 204605 110234 14648 1281415
Profit/Employees 7930 23318 3441 0 256918 162 19661 4932 0 238653
Profit/Hours 7930 16.71 2.45 0 205 162 10.07 2.77 0 112
Salaries/Revenues 7930 0.23 0.170 0.007 0.90 162 0.30 0.28 0.02 0.69
Number of Employees 7930 27.28 5.25 1 431 162 99.41 44.75 1 1252
Part time 7930 0.18 0 0 1 162 0.02 0 0 0.42
Profits 7930 230 20.37 0 4140 162 812 171 0 8886
R&D 7,930 0.0008 0.029 0 1 162 0.030 0.173 0 1
Publishing etc. 7,930 0.098 .2981603 0 1 162 0.271 0.446 0 1
IT etc. 7,930 0.021 0.144 0 1 162 0.030 0.173 0 1
Information etc. 7,930 0.101 0.302 0 1 162 0.030 0.173 0 1
Real estate etc. 7,930 0.088 0.284 0 1 162 0.111 0.315 0 1
Office, consulting etc. 7,930 0.148 0.355 0 1 162 0.123 0.329 0 1
Research etc. 7,930 0.047 0.213 0 1 162 0.055 0.229 0 1
Advertising etc. 7,930 0.105 0.307 0 1 162 0.148 0.356 0 1
Professional etc. 7,930 0.050 0.219 0 1 162 0.043 0.203 0 1
Renting etc. 7,930 0.119 0.324 0 1 162 0.061 0.241 0 1
Protection etc. 7,930 0.052 0.222 0 1 162 0.055 0.229 0 1
Administrative etc. 7,930 0.079 0.269 0 1 162 0.018 0.135 0 1
Computer repair etc. 7,930 0.068 0.252 0 1 162 0.037 0.189 0 1
Attica 7,930 0.346 0.475 0 1 162 0.962 0.189 0 1
2009 7,930 0.215 0.411 0 1 162 0.104 0.302 0 1
2010 7,930 0.176 0.381 0 1 162 0.117 0.322 0 1
2011 7,930 0.137 0.344 0 1 162 0.111 0.312 0 1
2012 7,930 0.152 0.359 0 1 162 0.148 0.356 0 1
2013 7,930 0.154 0.361 0 1 162 0.413 0.494 0 1

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.
Note: All numbers of productivity measures are expressed in Euros.

Revenues/Hours, Revenues/Employees, Profits/Employees, Profits/Hours,
Salaries/Revenues is in the thousands of Euros per year.

Table 3. Correlation between hourly wage, average wage and productivity mea-
sures

Hourly Wage Wage/ Employees Revenues/ Hours Revenues/ Employees Profits/ Employees Profits/ Hours Salaries/ Revenues
Hourly Wage 1.0000

Wage/ Employees 0.8008 1.0000
Revenues/ Hours 0.3524 0.1468 1.0000

Revenues/ Employees 0.4902 0.5679 0.8521 1.0000
Profits/ Employees 0.1672 0.1252 0.5833 0.5488 1.0000

Profits/ Hours 0.0476 -0.1643 0.5901 0.3736 0.9395 1.0000
Salaries/ Revenues 0.2021 0.3035 -0.8453 -0.6119 -0.5150 -0.5903 1.0000

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.
Note: Revenues/Hours, Revenues/Employees, Profits/Employees, Profits/Hours,

Salaries/Revenues is in the thousands of Euros per year.
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Table 4. The effect of exporting activity on wages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Hourly Wage Revenues Revenues Profit Profit Salaries

Variables Wage per per per per per per

Employees Hours Employees Employees Hours Revenues

Exporter 0.386*** 0.382*** 0.239** 0.236** 0.514*** 0.529*** 0.147

(0.045) (0.053) (0.109) (0.112) (0.154) (0.150) (0.104)

Number of employees 0.056*** 0.138*** -0.214*** -0.132*** -0.494*** -0.587*** 0.270***

(0.006) (0.007) (0.013) (0.014) (0.024) (0.024) (0.011)

Part time -0.177*** -1.172*** 0.078* -0.917*** -0.458*** 0.556*** -0.255***

(0.018) (0.025) (0.040) (0.041) (0.059) (0.061) (0.039)

Profits 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** -0.000***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R&D 0.230*** 0.272*** 0.557** 0.599*** 0.956*** 0.944*** -0.327

(0.056) (0.081) (0.250) (0.231) (0.280) (0.289) (0.256)

Publishing etc. 0.122** 0.265*** -0.229*** -0.086 -0.723*** -0.833*** 0.351***

(0.051) (0.059) (0.080) (0.092) (0.155) (0.158) (0.084)

IT etc. 0.067*** 0.163*** -0.173*** -0.077 -0.630*** -0.699*** 0.240***

(0.024) (0.031) (0.046) (0.048) (0.082) (0.084) (0.043)

Information etc. 0.068* 0.088* -0.386*** -0.366*** -0.781*** -0.800*** 0.454***

(0.040) (0.050) (0.077) (0.088) (0.148) (0.147) (0.071)

Real estate 0.026 0.257*** -0.079 0.152** 0.168 -0.020 0.105*

(0.023) (0.032) (0.061) (0.065) (0.104) (0.104) (0.058)

Office, consulting etc. 0.133*** 0.255*** -0.183*** -0.061 -0.592*** -0.664*** 0.316***

(0.029) (0.036) (0.054) (0.056) (0.100) (0.101) (0.052)

Research etc. 0.247*** 0.388*** 0.066 0.206** -0.259** -0.326** 0.181**

(0.034) (0.042) (0.087) (0.090) (0.130) (0.131) (0.082)

Advertising etc. 0.106*** 0.133*** 0.213*** 0.240*** -0.376*** -0.350*** -0.107*

(0.027) (0.034) (0.063) (0.065) (0.083) (0.084) (0.056)

Professional etc. -0.010 -0.108*** -0.296*** -0.394*** -0.616*** -0.492*** 0.286***

(0.027) (0.041) (0.061) (0.062) (0.090) (0.097) (0.058)

Renting etc. -0.168*** -0.167*** -0.052 -0.051 -0.612*** -0.573*** -0.116**

(0.024) (0.032) (0.056) (0.059) (0.099) (0.100) (0.052)

Protection etc. -0.302*** -0.341*** -0.685*** -0.724*** -0.642*** -0.562*** 0.384***

(0.031) (0.041) (0.055) (0.058) (0.095) (0.094) (0.052)

Administrative etc. -0.057** -0.007 -0.157** -0.108 -0.502*** -0.483*** 0.100

(0.027) (0.038) (0.065) (0.069) (0.086) (0.088) (0.063)

Computer repair etc. -0.149*** -0.360*** -0.319*** -0.530*** -0.770*** -0.527*** 0.170***

(0.025) (0.034) (0.047) (0.047) (0.071) (0.075) (0.046)

Attica 0.286*** 0.409*** 0.530*** 0.653*** 0.454*** 0.328*** -0.244***

(0.015) (0.019) (0.034) (0.037) (0.054) (0.054) (0.032)

2009 0.003 0.029 -0.043 -0.017 -0.272*** -0.304*** 0.046*

(0.014) (0.018) (0.028) (0.029) (0.050) (0.052) (0.026)

2010 0.063*** 0.085*** -0.053 -0.031 -0.262*** -0.292*** 0.115***

(0.016) (0.020) (0.033) (0.034) (0.059) (0.060) (0.031)
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2011 0.064*** -0.033 -0.164*** -0.261*** -0.379*** -0.267*** 0.228***

(0.019) (0.025) (0.036) (0.037) (0.064) (0.066) (0.034)

2012 0.001 -0.052** -0.121*** -0.175*** -0.334*** -0.277*** 0.123***

(0.018) (0.025) (0.036) (0.038) (0.062) (0.064) (0.034)

2013 -0.123*** -0.196*** -0.245*** -0.317*** -0.366*** -0.310*** 0.122***

(0.019) (0.025) (0.038) (0.040) (0.069) (0.070) (0.037)

Observations 8,092 8,092 8,092 8,092 5,825 5,825 8,092

R-squared 0.288 0.553 0.177 0.274 0.264 0.309 0.198

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.

Revenues/Hours, Revenues/Employees, Profits/Employees, Profits/Hours, Salaries/Revenues is in the thousands of Euros per year.

OLS estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 5. The effect of wages on exporting activity

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Hourly Wage 0.032***

(0.005)

Wage/Employees 0.018***

(0.003)

Revenues/Hours 0.005**

(0.002)

Revenues/Employees 0.004**

(0.002)

Profits/Employees 0.005***

(0.002)

Revenues/Hours 0.005***

(0.002)

Salaries/Revenues 0.003

(0.002)

Number of Employees 0.010*** 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.011***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Part time 0.005 0.020*** -0.001 0.003 0.002 -0.003 -0.000

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Profits 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R&D 0.326** 0.330** 0.335** 0.335** 0.364** 0.364** 0.339**

(0.137) (0.138) (0.139) (0.139) (0.146) (0.146) (0.138)

Publishing -0.013 -0.014 -0.008 -0.008 -0.007 -0.007 -0.010

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.019) (0.019) (0.016)

IT etc. 0.020 0.019 0.023 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.021

(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.016) (0.016) (0.014)

Information etc. 0.006 0.006 0.010 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.006
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(0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.016) (0.016) (0.019)

Real estate -0.004 -0.007 -0.002 -0.003 -0.005 -0.004 -0.003

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.009) (0.007)

Office, consulting etc. -0.009 -0.010 -0.004 -0.005 -0.001 -0.001 -0.006

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.012) (0.010)

Research etc. -0.010 -0.009 -0.002 -0.003 0.004 0.005 -0.002

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.019) (0.019) (0.012)

Advertising etc. -0.009 -0.009 -0.007 -0.007 -0.008 -0.008 -0.006

(0.012) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.013)

Professional etc. 0.010 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.007 0.006 0.009

(0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010)

Renting etc. 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.004 -0.003 -0.003 0.004

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

Protection atc. 0.006 0.003 -0.000 -0.001 -0.004 -0.004 -0.005

(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014)

Administrative etc -0.011* -0.013** -0.012* -0.013* -0.015* -0.015* -0.013**

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007)

Computer repair etc. 0.014 0.015 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.008

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010)

Attica 0.030*** 0.032*** 0.037*** 0.037*** 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.041***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

2009 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

2010 0.005* 0.006* 0.008** 0.008** 0.008* 0.008* 0.007**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003)

2011 0.008** 0.010*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.008 0.007 0.009**

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004)

2012 0.010*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.013** 0.013** 0.010***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004)

2013 0.043*** 0.043*** 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.043*** 0.043*** 0.039***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006)

Observations 8,092 8,092 8,092 8,092 5,825 5,825 8,092

R-squared 0.081 0.076 0.070 0.070 0.075 0.075 0.070

Source: Structural Business Survey, 2008-2013 (ELSTAT). Author’s calculation.

Revenues/Hours, Revenues/Employees, Profits/Employees, Profits/Hours, Salaries/Revenues is in the thousands of Euros per year.

OLS estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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